Friend, do you want to shake up this election?
BY Tom DeWeese | October 17, 2019

If we want to save private property rights in this nation – then we must make it a major issue in
our elections!
Make politicians answer this question – Do you support protection of private property?!
I have attached a vital document that will force your local candidates to answer that question.
Use it and you will help make it an issue in this election. And this will be a major tool to force
your officials to be held accountable – even after the election.
It’s vital that we take this action now – because election time is the only time most politicians
care about what you think.
Local government officials across this nation are grabbing and controlling private property at an
alarming rate.
Now we hear that zoning to protect private property is racist!
Yet, as this attack on property owners grows, property rights are hardly ever talked about during
election campaigns, even though local governments are:
•
•
•
•

grabbing private land acres at a time
bull dozing whole neighborhoods with eminent domain
banning single family homes
and threatening landlords if they simply ask prospective renters if they can afford to rent
their property

The bottom line is that private property rights have no voice in our elections!
I’m ready to change that! Are you?
How do we do that? Easy. I have prepared a “Candidate’s Promise to Protect Citizen’s Property
Rights.”
The Candidate’s Promise is very simple. It has a very specific definition of property rights –
written by a state Supreme Court Justice. Under that definition there is one question – does the
candidate support property rights as defined.
Right now candidates want and need your support. In fact, election time is the only time most
really care about what you want or need. So, now is the time to apply pressure when you
have the advantage.

Here are two ways you can use this Candidates Promise.
First, print out copies of the Candidates Promise. Make a copy for each candidate you want to
approach. Then when you meet your candidates in person and they are shaking your hand or
appearing at a public forum – simply present them with the Candidate’s Promise and ask them
to sign it.
If they refuse, then you know they won’t support private property rights. However, if they do sign
it then you have a powerful tool in your hand once they get elected.
Of course, there are lots of candidates and getting the opportunity to meet each one is a difficult
task. So the second way to approach candidates is by email. Simply send a copy of the
Candidates Promise directly to your local candidates.
In fact, if several people in the community were to send the document to their candidates, that’s
even better. It will help build pressure to make property rights a major issue in the campaign.
Local activists can make it a project.
Together, using this tool, you and I are going to finally take the forgotten issue of Private
Property Rights and force it into major issue status across the nation.
To achieve that we have to start putting elected officials’ feet to the fire. They must start to
answer the question -- do they or do they not support your right to be secure in your home, free
of the fear that private developers and greedy politicians are going to take it at their whim?
Agenda 21 tyranny over our property must be stopped.
Below I’ve provided two documents for you to use in this effort. The first is a sample email to
send to your candidates. It explains the issue and the purpose of the Candidate’s Promise. The
second document is the actual Candidates Promise for them to sign. Just print out a copy and
start applying pressure!
Yours in Freedom,

Tom DeWeese
President


Special email message to include with the Candidate’s Promise to
Protect Citizen’s Property Rights
Dear (Candidate’s name),
I have attached a “Candidate’s Promise to Protect Citizen’s Property Rights” which I am asking
you to sign to show your support for this vital issue.

I’m sure you are aware that private property is vital to our prosperity and our freedom. Yet
property rights are endangered by many government planning projects. I believe protection of
private property must be a first priority as such planning projects are designed and promoted.
Do you?
If so, I ask you to make a strong stand for the defense of property rights by signing the attached
Candidates Pledge. The definition provided was written by a state Supreme Court Justice.
Please sign and return to my email address. I will then help spread the word that, if elected, you
will be a reliable defender of property rights.
Sincerely,
(your name)

